A Conversation between Learning Design and Classroom Observations: A Systematic Literature Review
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Abstract: Learning Design, as a field of research, provides practitioners with guidelines towards more effective teaching and learning. In parallel, observational methods (manual or automated) have been used in the classroom to reflect on and refine teaching and learning, often in combination with other data sources (such as surveys and interviews). Despite the fact that both Learning Design and classroom observation aim to support teaching and learning practices (respectively a priori or a posteriori), they are not often aligned. To better understand the potential synergies between these two strategies, this paper reports on a systematic literature review based on 24 works that connect learning design and classroom observations. The review analyses the purposes of the studies, the stakeholders involved, the methodological aspects of the studies, and how design and observations are connected. This review reveals the need for computer-interpretable documented designs; the lack of reported systematic approaches and technological support to connect the (multimodal) observations with the corresponding learning designs; and, the predominance of human-mediated observations of the physical space, whose applicability and scalability are limited by the human resources available. The adoption of ICT tools to support the design process would contribute to extracting the context of the observations and the pedagogical framework for the analysis. Moreover, extending the traditional manual observations with Multimodal Learning Analytic techniques, would not only reduce the observation burden but also support the systematic data collection, integration, and analysis, especially in semi-structured and structured studies.
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1. Introduction

Learning Design or Design for Learning [1], as a field of educational research and practice, aims to improve the effectiveness of learning, e.g., helping teachers to create and make explicit their own designs [2]. A similar term, “learning design”, is also used to refer either to the creative process of designing a learning activity or to the artefact resulting from such a process [3]. Despite this emphasis on the creation of learning designs, there is a lack of frameworks to evaluate the implementation of the designs in the classroom [4]. Moreover, in order to evaluate the implementation of learning design, there is a need for evidence coming from those digital or physical spaces where teaching and learning processes take place [5].

Observations (or observational methods) have been traditionally used by researchers and practitioners to support awareness and reflection [6,7]. Especially in educational contexts that occupy, fully or partially, physical spaces, observations offer an insight not easily available through
other data sources (e.g., surveys, interviews, or teacher and student journals). Indeed, since human observations are limited to what the eye can see, and are done through the human resources available, automated observations can provide a complementary view and lower effort solution, especially when the learning scenario is supported by technology [8,9]. Thus, the integration of manual and automated observations with other data sources [10] offers a more complete and triangulated picture of the teaching and learning processes [11].

Interestingly, while both learning design (hereafter, LD) and classroom observation (CO) pursue the support of teaching and learning practices, often they are not aligned. To better understand why and how LD and CO have been connected in the existing literature, this paper reports on the results obtained from a systematic literature review. More precisely, this paper explores the nature of the observations, how the researchers establish the relationship between LD and CO and how this link is implemented in practice. Then, the lessons learnt from the literature review led us to spot open issues and future directions that are to be addressed by the research community.

Out of 2793 papers obtained from different well-known databases in the area of technology-enhanced learning, 24 articles were finally considered for the review. In the following sections, we introduce related works that motivated this study, describe the research methodology followed during the review process, and finally, discuss the results obtained in relation to the research questions that guided the study.

### 2. Supporting Teaching Practice through Learning Design and Classroom Observation

While Learning Design refers to the field of educational research and practice, different connotations are linked to the term ‘learning design’ (without capitals) [5,12–14]. According to some authors, learning design (LD) can be seen as a product or an artefact that describes the sequence of teaching and learning activities [5,15–17], including the actors’ roles, activities, and environments as well as the relations between them [18]. At the same time, learning design is also referred to as the process of designing a learning activity and or creating the artefacts that describe the learning activity [1,13,19]. In this paper, we will reflect not only on the artefact but also on the process of designing for learning, trying to clarify which one, and how, it is connected with classroom observations.

While designing for learning, practitioners develop hypotheses about the teaching and learning process [20]. The collection of evidence during the enactment to test these hypotheses contributes to the orchestration tasks (e.g., by detecting deviations from the teacher’s expectations that may require regulation) to the teacher professional development (leading to the better understanding and refinement of the teaching and learning practices) [16,21] and to the decision making at the institutional level (e.g., in order to measure the impact of their designs and react upon them) [22]. However, the support available for teachers for design evaluation is still low [4] and, as Ertmer et al. note, scarce research is devoted to evaluating the designs [23].

In a parallel effort to support teaching and learning, classroom observation (CO) contributes to refining and reflecting on those practices. CO is a “non-judgmental description of classroom events that can be analysed and given interpretation” [24]. Through observations, we can gather data on individual behaviours, interactions, or the educational setting both in physical and digital spaces [8,25] using multiple machine- and human-driven data collection techniques (such as surveys, interviews, activity tracking, teaching and learning content repositories, or classroom and wearable sensors). Indeed, Multimodal Learning Analytics (MMLA) solutions can be seen as “modern” observational approaches suitable for physical and digital spaces [26], to infer climate in the classroom [27], or to observe technology-enhanced learning [28] or to put in evidence the human and machine-generated data for the design of LA systems [29].

According to the observational methods, the design of the observation should be aligned with the planned activities [30], which, in the case of the classroom observations, are described in the learning design. Later, observers must be aware of the context where the teaching and learning processes take place including, among others, the subjects and objects involved. Again, this need for context...
Another main aspect of the observations is the protocol guiding the data collection. Unstructured protocols provide observers with full expressivity to describe what they see, with the risk of producing big volumes of unstructured data that is more difficult and time-consuming to interpret [33]. On the contrary, structured observations are less expressive but, on the other hand, are more prone to automatization with context-aware technological means, reduce the observation effort and tend to be more accurate in systematic data gathering [34]; this factor allows for more efficient data processing [35] and makes the integration with other sources in multimodal datasets easier, thus enabling data triangulation [36].

From the (automatic) data gathering and analysis perspective, LD artefacts have been used in the area of LA to contextualise the analysis [37,38] and LD processes to customise such solutions [39]. Symmetrically, both the field of Learning Design and the practitioners also benefit from this symbiosis [5], e.g., by analysing the design process or assessing the impact of the artefacts on learning, new theories can be extracted. Thus, classroom observations (beyond the mere data gathering and analysis technique) could profit from similar synergies with LD processes and artefacts, as some authors have already pointed out [23].

3. Research Questions and Methodology

In order to better understand how learning design and classroom observation have been connected in the existing literature, we carried out a systematic literature review [40] to answer the following research questions:

RQ1: What is the nature of the observations (e.g., stakeholders, unit of analysis, observation types, when the coding is done, research design, complementary sources for data triangulation, limitations of observations and technological support)?

RQ2: What are the purposes of the studies connecting learning design and classroom observations?

RQ3: What is the relationship between learning design and classroom observations established at the methodological, practical and technical levels?

RQ4: What are the important open issues and future lines of work?

While the first three research questions are aimed at being descriptive and mapping the existing reality based on the research and theoretical works, the last research question was aimed at being prescriptive; by identifying the gaps in literature based on corresponding limitations and research results, we offer future research directions.

To answer these research questions, we selected six main academic databases in Technology Enhanced Learning: IEEE Xplore, Scopus, AISEL, Wiley, ACM, and ScienceDirect. Additionally, Google Scholar (top 100 papers out of 15500 hits) was added in order to detect “grey literature” not indexed in most common literature databases but potentially relevant to assess the state of a research field.

After taking into account alternative spellings, the resulting query was: (“classroom observation” OR “lesson observation*” OR “observational method*”) AND (“learning design” OR “design for learning” OR “lesson plan” OR “instructional design” OR scripting). Aside from this, the first part of the query was decided based on different possible uses of the term “observation”, whereas in the part of the query “learning design” or “design for learning” there are established differences in the use of these related concepts [19] as already discussed in the previous section. At the same time, “instructional design”, although it has a different origin, sometimes is used interchangeably [3] and “scripting” [36] are also widely used.

The query was run on 15 March 2018. To select the suitable papers we followed the PRISMA statement [41]—guideline and process used for rigorous systematic literature reviews. Although several papers contained these keywords in the body of the paper, we narrowed the search down to title, abstract, and keywords, aiming for those papers where these terms could have a more significant
role in the contribution. Therefore, whenever the research engine allowed it, the query was applied to title, abstract, and keyword, obtaining a total of 2793 items from the different databases. After the duplicates were removed, we ended up with 2392 papers. Then, to apply the same criteria to all papers, we conducted a manual secondary title/abstract/keyword filtering, obtaining 81 publications. Finally, abstracts and full papers were reviewed, excluding those that were not relevant for our research purpose (i.e., no direct link between LD and observations—43), not accessible (the paper could not be found on the internet nor provided by the authors—14 papers). Finally, 24 papers were selected for in-depth analysis.

The analysis of the articles was guided by the research questions listed previously. According to the content analysis method [42], we applied inductive reasoning followed by iterative deductive analysis. While the codes in some categories were predefined, others emerged during the analysis (e.g., when identifying complementary data-sources, or when eliciting the influence that LD has on CO and vice versa). As a result, the articles were fully read and (re)coded through three iterations. Figure 1 provides an overview of the codification scheme, showing the categories, the relations and whether the codes were predefined (using normal font) or emerged during the process (in italics).

It should be noted that both predefined and emerging codes were agreed on between the researchers. Although a single researcher did the coding, the second author was involved in ambiguous cases. In most of the cases, the content analysis only required identifying the topics and categories depicted in Figure 1. However, in some cases, it was necessary to infer the categories such as the unit of analysis, which had to be identified, based on the research methodology information (further details are provided in the following section).

4. Results and Findings

Table 1 shows the main results of our analysis, including the codification assigned per article. While the main goal was to identify empirical works, we also included theoretical papers in the analysis since they could provide relevant input for the research questions. More concretely, out of 24 papers, we identified 3 papers without empirical evidence: Adams et al provide guidelines for the classroom observation at scale and the other two papers by Eradze and Laanpere, Eradze et al, 2017 reflect on the connections between classroom observations and learning analytics. This section summarises the findings of the systematic review, organised along with our four research questions.
Table 1. Overview of the reviewed papers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Data Subjects</th>
<th>Data Objects</th>
<th>Unit of Analysis</th>
<th>Observation Type</th>
<th>Coding Time</th>
<th>Complementary Sources</th>
<th>Design of the Study</th>
<th>Aim of the Study/Paper</th>
<th>LD Guides CO</th>
<th>CO Informs LD</th>
<th>Limitations of the Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Procter, 2004 [56]</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>T, S</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>RT</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>QT, QL</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>SS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratnamisih, 2007 [57]</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>T, S</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>AP</td>
<td>I, DA</td>
<td>QL</td>
<td>CL</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang, 2016 [66]</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>T, S</td>
<td>E, D, A</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>AP</td>
<td>DA</td>
<td>QL</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: RQ1: Data subjects/data objects (H = external human observer, A = automated observer, T = teacher, S = student, NA = not available); Unit of analysis (A = activity, E = event/interaction, D = discourse, L = lesson, NA = not available); Observation type (S = structured, SS = semi-structured, U = unstructured, NA = not available); Coding time (RT = real time, AP = a posteriori, NA = not available); Complementary sources (S = survey, I = interview, DA = document analysis, A = assessment, NA = not available); Design of the study (QT = quantitative, QL = qualitative, NA = not available); RQ2: Aims of the study/paper (O = orchestration, CI = compare different implementations, CL = compare lesson plan and lesson enactment, U = understand the impact of the LD, TPD = support teacher professional development); RQ3: LD guides CO (D = LD guides the observation design and data collection, A = LD guides the data analysis); CO informs LD (A = recommendations to improve the design artefact, P = recommendations to improve the design process, F = support the theories of the field); RQ4: Limitations: (T = time constraints, S = Space constraints, SS = sample size, C= complexity).
4.1. RQ1—What is the Nature of the Observations?

The distribution of observation roles among data subjects and objects was clear and explicit in every paper. In all cases, external human observers were in charge of the data collection and coding—twice in combination with automated LA solutions (in this case, a proposal to involve LA solutions) [45,46]—with both teachers and students as the common data objects (22 papers). Although the definition of the *unit of analysis* is an important methodological decision in observational studies or research in general [35,67–69] we only found an explicit reference to it in one paper [66]. Nevertheless, looking at the description of the research methodology, we can infer that most of the studies focused on *events* (directed at interaction and behavioural analysis) (14) and *activities* (10).

While either structured or semi-structured observations (10 and 10 respectively) were the most common observation types, unstructured observations were also mentioned (7). Interestingly, just two papers conceived the option of combining the three different observational protocols [45,46]. Going one step further and looking at how the observation took place, there was an equal distribution between real-time and a posteriori cases, but in all cases following traditional data collection (i.e., by a human). The existence of so many a posteriori observational data collection could be closely related to the limited resources and effort often available to carry out manual observations.

A variety of research designs were followed in the studies: 9 papers reported qualitative methods, 6 quantitative and 8 mixed methods. Most of them combined observations with additional data sources, including documents (16), interviews (15), assessment data (4), and surveys (3). In a majority of cases, aside from observations, there were at least two other sources of data used (16 cases).

Most of the papers use (or consider using) additional data sources that were not produced automatically, as happened with the observations. This fact illustrates how demanding data integration of (often multimodal) data can be. While MMLA solutions could be applied in a variety of studies, quantitative and mixed-method studies that enriched event observations with additional data sources—see, e.g., [53,54,60,65] are potential candidates to benefit from MMLA solutions that aid not only the systematic data gathering but also the integration and analysis of multiple data sources.

Regarding the learning designs, the majority of papers included the artefact as a data source where they applied document analysis to extract the design decisions. Moreover, in several studies—e.g., [44,58,59]—the learning design was not available and was inferred a posteriori, with indirect observations. These two situations illustrate one of the main limitations for the alignment with learning design: LDs are not always explicit or, if they are documented, come in different forms (e.g., including texts, graphical representations, or tables) and level of detail tables [70,71]. Apart from being time-consuming, inferring or interpreting the design decisions is error prone and can influence the contextualization. This problem, also mentioned by the LA community when attempting to combine LD and LA [32,72], shows the still low adoption of digital solutions (see for example the Integrated learning design environment (ILDE: http://ilde.upf.edu) that supports the LD process and highlights the need for a framework on how to capture and systematise learning design data.

4.2. RQ2—What are the Purposes of Studies Connecting LD and CO?

According to the papers, the main reasons identified in the studies were: To support teacher professional development (13), classroom orchestration (11), and reflection, e.g., understanding the impact of the learning design (10) or comparing the design and its implementation (8). Moreover, in many cases (13), the authors report connecting LD and CO for two or more purposes at the same time. Therefore, linking LD and CO can be useful to cater to several research aims and teacher needs. The fact that this synergy is mostly used to support teacher professional development can be also explained with the wide use of classroom observations in teacher professional development and teacher training.
4.3. RQ3—What is the Relationship between Learning Design and Classroom Observations Established at the Methodological, Practical and Technical Level?

One of the aims of our study was to identify the theoretical contributions that aim at connecting CO with LD. Only three papers aimed at contributing to linking learning design and classroom observations. Solomon in 1971 was a pioneer in bringing together learning design and classroom observations. In his paper [62] the author suggested a process and a model for connecting CO and LD in order to compare planned learning activities with the actual implementation in the classroom. In his approach, data was collected and analysed based on LD, attending specific foci of interest. It also looks at previous lessons to get indicators on the behavioural changes, and aligns them with the input (strategies in the lesson plan), coding student and teacher actions and learning events by identifying actors (according to objectives in the lesson plan), output (competencies gained in the end). The approach also places importance on the awareness and reflection possibilities of such observations, not only from teachers but also from students. Later on, Eradze et al. proposed a model and a process for lesson observation, which were framed by the learning design. The output of the observation is a collection of the statements represented in a computational format (xAPI) so that they can be interpreted and analysed by learning analytics solutions [45,46]. In these papers, the authors argue that the learning design not only guides the data gathering but also contextualises the data analysis, contributing to a better understanding of the results.

At the practical level, the relation established between learning design and classroom observation was mainly a guidance at different degrees: either the authors reported to have observed aspects related to the learning design (eight papers), or to interpret the results of the observational analysis (six papers) or, from the beginning, the learning design guided the whole observation cycle (i.e., design, data gathering, and analysis) (10 papers). How is CO reflected on LD and Learning Design as a practice? In 15 cases, the final result of the synergy was recommendations for teaching and learning practice (design for learning), in eight cases the use of observations aimed at informing the LD, and three papers had used CO to contribute to theory or the field of LD in general. In other words, while many papers used the learning design artefact, the observations contributed to inform the (re)design process.

Additionally, from the technical perspective, it should be noted that none of the papers reported having used specific tools to create learning design or to support the observational design, the data collection nor the analysis process. Nevertheless, one paper [45] presented a tool that uses the learning design to support observers in the codification and contextualization of interaction data. The fact that most of the papers have extracted the LD using document analysis indicates low adoption of LD models and design tools by researchers and practitioners. Thus, there is a need for solutions that enable users to create or import the designs that guide the contextualization of the data collection and analysis.

4.4. RQ4—What are the Important Open Issues and Future Lines of Work?

Although most of the papers did not report limitations in connecting LD and CO (18 papers), those who did refer to problems associated with the observation itself such as time constraints (difficulties annotating/coding in the time available [62,63], space constraints - observer mobility [61] and sample size [50,56,63].

Furthermore, as a result of the paper analysis, we have identified different issues to be addressed by the research community to enable the connection between LD and CO, and achieve it in more efficient ways, namely:

4.4.1. Dependence on the Existence of Learning Design

Dependence on the LD as an artefact is one of the issues for the implementation of such a synergy: while in this paper we assume that the learning design is available, in practice, this is not always the case. Often, the lesson plan remains in the head of the practitioner without being registered or formalised [32,72]. Therefore, for those cases, it would be necessary to rely on bottom-up solutions
whose goal is to infer the lesson structure from the data gathered in the learning environment [73]. However, solutions of this type are still scarce and prototypical.

4.4.2. Compatibility with Learning Design Tools

The studies reviewed here did not report using any LD or CO tool. However, to aid the connection between learning design and classroom observations, it is necessary to have access to a digital representation of the artefact. Tools such as WebCollage (https://analys.gsic.uva.es/webcollage), LePlanner (https://beta.leplanner.net) or the ILDE (Integrated Learning Design Environment, https://ilde.upf.edu) guide users through the design process. To facilitate compatibility, it would be recommendable to use tools that rely on widespread standards (e.g., IMS-LD – a specification that enables modelling of learning processes) instead of proprietary formats. From the observational side, tools such as KoboToolbox (http://analys.kobotoolbox.org), FieldNotes (http://fieldnotesapp.info), Ethos (https://beta2.ethosapp.com), Followthehashtag (http://analys.followthehashtag.com), Storify (https://storify.com), VideoAnt (https://ant.umn.edu), and LessonNote (http://lessonnote.com) have been designed to support observers during the data collection. Also, in this case, for compatibility reasons, it would be preferable to use tools that allow users to export their observations following standards already accepted by the community (e.g., xAPI).

4.4.3. Workload and Multimodal Data Gathering

As we have seen in the reviewed papers, observation processes often require the participation of ad-hoc observers. To alleviate the time and effort that observations entail, technological means could be put in place, enabling teachers to gather data by themselves [74]. For example, (multimodal) learning analytics solutions that monitor user activity and behaviour [26,73,75,76] could be used to automate part of the data collection or to gather complementary information about what is happening in the digital and the physical space. It is also worth noting that the inclusion of new data sources may contribute not only to promoting the quality of analysis (by triangulating the evidence), but also to obtaining a more realistic interpretation of the teaching and learning processes under study.

4.4.4. Underlying Infrastructure

To the best of our knowledge, there is no tool or ecosystem that enables the whole connection between LD and CO (i.e., creation of the learning design, observational design, data gathering, integration, and analysis). From the reviewed literature only one tool, Observata [45,46] could fit this purpose. However, this tool was still under design and therefore not evaluated by the time this review took place.

5. Conclusions

This paper reports a systematic literature review on the connection between learning design and classroom observation, where 24 papers were the subject of analysis. These papers illustrate the added value that the alignment between these two areas may bring, including but not limited to teacher professional development, orchestration, institutional decision-making and educational research in general. To cater to the needs for evidence-based teaching and learning practices, this review contextualises classroom observations within modern data collection approaches and practices.

Despite the reported benefits, the main findings from the papers lead us to conclude that in order to make use of the synergies of linking LD and CO, technological infrastructure plays a crucial role. Starting from the learning design, this information is not explicit and formalising it implies adding extra tasks for the practitioners. Similarly, ad-hoc observers are in charge of data collection and analysis. Taking into account that the unit of analysis in most cases is the event (interaction-driven) or the activity, the workload that the observations entail might not be compatible with teaching at the same time, and, therefore, require external support. Nevertheless, despite using multiple data sources in research, none of the papers have reported automatic data gathering or the use of MMLA solutions.
for its analysis. Thus, to enable inquiry processes where teachers and researchers can manage the whole study, we suggest that MMLA solutions could contribute to reducing the burden by inferring the lesson plan and by automatically gathering parts of the observation.

Moreover, to operationalise the connection between the designs, it will be necessary to promote the usage of standards both in the LD and the CO solutions, so that we can increase the compatibility between platforms. This strategy could contribute to the creation of technological ecosystems that support all the steps necessary to support the connection between the design and the observations. Additionally, there is a need for methodological frameworks and tools that guide the data gathering and integration, so that the learning design is taken into consideration not only to frame the data analysis but also to inform the observational design. Furthermore, this paper mainly illustrates the benefits that LD and CO synergies may bring to researchers focusing on educational research, but more development would be needed for teacher adoption and teaching practice.

Finally, coming back to the research methodology of this paper, our study presents a number of limitations: First, restricting the search to the title, abstract or keywords may have caused the exclusion of valuable contributions; and second, the lack of explicit descriptions or omission about the LD and CO processes/artefacts in the papers may have caused deviations in the codifications. Nevertheless, the analysis of the collected papers still illustrates the synergies and challenges of this promising tandem of learning design and classroom observation.
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